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ABSTRACT: Although the structure and properties of water under conditions of
extreme confinement are fundamentally important for a variety of applications,
they remain poorly understood, especially for dimensions less than 2 nm. This
problem is confounded by the difficulty in controlling surface roughness and
dimensionality in fabricated nanochannels, contributing to a dearth of
experimental platforms capable of carrying out the necessary precision
measurements. In this work, we utilize an experimental platform based on the
interior of lithographically segmented, isolated single-walled carbon nanotubes to
study water under extreme nanoscale confinement. This platform generates
multiple copies of nanotubes with identical chirality, of diameters from 0.8 to 2.5 nm and lengths spanning 6 to 160 μm, that
can be studied individually in real time before and after opening, exposure to water, and subsequent water filling. We
demonstrate that, under controlled conditions, the diameter-dependent blue shift of the Raman radial breathing mode (RBM)
between 1 and 8 cm−1 measures an increase in the interior mechanical modulus associated with liquid water filling, with no
response from exterior water exposure. The observed RBM shift with filling demonstrates a non-monotonic trend with
diameter, supporting the assignment of a minimum of 1.81 ± 0.09 cm−1 at 0.93 ± 0.08 nm with a nearly linear increase at
larger diameters. We find that a simple hard-sphere model of water in the confined nanotube interior describes key features of
the diameter-dependent modulus change of the carbon nanotube and supports previous observations in the literature. Longer
segments of 160 μm show partial filling from their ends, consistent with pore clogging. These devices provide an opportunity
to study fluid behavior under extreme confinement with high precision and repeatability.
KEYWORDS: carbon nanotubes, nanofluidics, nanopore, Raman spectroscopy, confinement effects, slip flow

When confined in single-digit nanopores,1 or pores
with a characteristic dimension less than 10 nm,
water displays physical properties that deviate

substantially from those in larger nanopores.2 Examples
include slip flow of water inside carbon nanotubes less than
50 nm in diameter that results in flow rates that are orders of
magnitude higher than those encountered in larger nano-
pores.3−7 Similarly, the melting points of confined water and
other fluids deviate from their values in the bulk in a diameter-
dependent way described by the Gibbs−Thomson effect8 but
diverge substantially from them under extreme confinement.9

The dielectric constant of water in graphene slit pores, too,
varies widely with pore width.10,11 Experimental observations
in these exceptionally narrow nanopores have renewed interest
in the study of fluids under confinement and reveal knowledge
gaps in single-digit nanopore nanofluidics1 that anticipate the
development of nanofluidic devices for fundamental measure-

ments and diverse applications. The interior of opened carbon
nanotubes can serve as an experimental platform to answer
these questions. However, methods do not yet exist for
generating repeated and reliable comparisons of fluid filling for
identical diameter single-digit nanopores of any kind. In this
work, we create a platform that consists of precision nanopores
in the critical diameter regime (<10 nm) formed from cut and
opened ultralong carbon nanotubes (CNTs). By examining
spatially dependent fluid filling repeatedly in identical systems,
we can overcome impediments like pore blocking and closed
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CNT ends to learn fundamental aspects of confined fluid
properties. This platform is relevant to carbon nanotube
nanofluidics and for addressing topics including nanoscale slip
flow, fluid diffusion, phase behavior, and interfacial transport
that span nanofluidic device geometries and fluid types.
The fabrication of precision nanopores in the range of

extreme confinement has proven difficult, limiting the number
of replicates and control of pore dimensions. Two-dimensional
nanochannel arrays, produced both by top-down etching of
silicon and other materials and bottom-up assembly of 2D
materials to form van der Waals heterostructures, comprise one
class of an experimental system. Enhanced water transport in
hybrid nanochannels12 and modified interfacial behavior of
water under nanoconfinement, including evaporation,13

cavitation,14 and vapor transport selectivity,15 have been
observed in etched Si nanochannels, though channel
dimensions do not typically reach the single-digit nanometer
regime. van der Waals heterostructures with graphene and
other 2D materials16,17 have addressed fundamental questions
about water properties, including dielectric constant11 and
capillary condensation18 under extreme 2D confinement, but
cannot mimic the 1D confinement of nanotubes. Another class
of experimental systems are multipore nanotube membranes.
Carbon nanotubes membranes have been studied for close to
two decades,6,19−21 with permeation measurements showing
significant flow enhancement and high slip length for

membranes containing ensembles of pores with diameters in
the single-digit range. CNT porins, which contain short carbon
nanotubes embedded in a lipid bilayer, provide another
platform for the study of water and ions through ensembles
of carbon nanotubes and also show flow enhancements that
vary dramatically with nanotube diameter.5,22 This allows for
precision and many replicates, but the pore length itself is
extremely small (around 10 nm), causing the CNT entrance
region to dominate fluid behavior. Research groups have
studied water structure and phase behavior in carbon nanotube
ensembles using techniques like X-ray diffraction,23,24 allowing
the proposal of a temperature-diameter phase diagram for the
water−single-walled nanotube system, NMR,25 and neutron
scattering.26,27 Spectroscopies, including IR spectroscopy,28,29

Raman,30−32 and photoluminescence,31 have been used to
distinguish ensembles of empty and water-filled CNTs,
confirming, in some cases, the separation of the two by
centrifugation.31,33

Only in recent years have nanofabrication techniques
allowed the study of fluids in isolated, single carbon nanotubes,
but to date, these experimental platforms have not allowed
repeat measurements of identical CNT devices. One study by
Secchi and co-workers3 uses fluid entrainment in a Landau−
Squire jet to measure flow enhancements for CNTs outside the
single-digit regime from 15 to 50 nm in diameter, showing
large slip lengths for CNTs and negligible slip lengths for

Figure 1. Experimental platform and Raman measurements of CNT fluid filling. (a) Schematic of ultralong, vertically aligned CNTs grown
by chemical vapor deposition on a marked silicon substrate. (b) Scanning electron microscopy image showing lithographic segmentation of
an ultralong CNT into five independent 160 μm long, 1.38 nm diameter CNT segments of identical diameter and chirality, with
accompanying schematic. (c) Illustration, not to scale, showing laser spot on empty and filled CNT segments. (d) Raman spectrum of a 1.40
nm diameter CNT in empty (blue) and filled (orange) states with RBM region and G region inset, showing upshift and broadening in RBM
mode upon fluid filling. (e) Raman map of five 6 μm long, 1.52 nm diameter CNT segments produced by lithographic segmentation along
their length after immersion in water. Raman spectra taken every 1 μm show two discrete vibrational states, with three filled CNT segments
(with high RBM position) and two empty CNT segments (with low RBM position). (f) RBM position versus time at two locations (y = 40 μm
and y = 80 μm) on a 160 μm long, 1.49 nm diameter CNT. At t = 0, the sample is cooled from ambient temperature to 9 °C, causing water
condensation and fluid filling at y = 40 μm but not at y = 80 μm, as shown by the change in Raman radial breathing mode at y = 40 μm and
illustrated in the accompanying schematic. (g) Exterior water does not affect the Raman radial breathing mode position, as shown by plots of
RBM position and intensity versus time at a single location on a 1.30 nm CNT. Water droplets were added to a substrate at t = 4, 18.5, and
29.5 min, causing transient increases in RBM intensity but no change in RBM position.
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boron nitride nanotubes. The difference in performance
between CNTs and boron nitride nanotubes suggests that
solid and interfacial properties beyond the confining diameter,
like wettability and electronic structure, may affect hydro-
dynamics, but experimental observations of water behavior in
other quasi-1D nanopores are even scarcer than those in
CNTs. Additionally, the fabrication of transmembrane single
carbon nanotubes does not easily extend to diameters below 10
nm, and replicates are difficult to realize.34,35 Other studies use
photoluminescence of individual solution-phase36 or sus-
pended CNTs37,38 and, from our research group, Raman
spectroscopy of substrate-bound CNTs9 to observe water
inside single carbon nanotube pores. Yet none of these
platforms provides multiple copies of identical, localizable
nanopores for repeated measurement of nanofluidic filling. The
limited number of replicates or the averaging together of
multiple nanopores suggest that random atomic defects,
variations in pore mouth chemistry, and strongly non-
monotonic effects with confining diameter can obscure
fundamental fluid properties.
Herein, we demonstrate a nanofluidic platform consisting of

lithographically segmented, isolated, substrate-bound CNTs to
study water under nanometer confinement. We show
unequivocally that external water application and internal
water filling of CNTs on silicon wafers can be distinguished by
Raman spectroscopy: internal water filling causes a blue shift in
the Raman radial breathing mode (RBM), whereas under these
conditions, external water application does not, as shown by
measurements of large numbers of isolated CNTs using air and
water-immersion objectives. This creates a contrast between
substrate-bound CNTs and other CNT systemswith nano-
tubes in solution39,40 and suspended in vapor over a
susbtrate41for which the RBM mode may still change with
exterior adsorption. We conclude that water filling of isolated
CNTs on Si substrates is a rare, often permanent event,
occurring no more than 20% of the time, and that the radial
breathing mode shift upon fluid filling, ΔωRBM, varies non-
monotonically with diameter. Specifically, this RBM shift
decreases to a minimum of 1.81 ± 0.09 cm−1 at a diameter of
0.93 ± 0.08 nm before increasing for larger diameter CNTs.
Although complex effects arising from the structure of water
inside CNTs can be most accurately described using all-
atomistic molecular simulations, here, we combine a simple
hard-sphere water packing model33,42 with an elastic shell
model of the carbon nanotube39,40 to describe the variation of
ΔωRBM with the CNT diameter. In this way, we capture the
quasi-1D molecular packing effects in a simple, analytical
model which can also be extended to other fluids.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The platform developed and utilized in this work is shown in
Figure 1. Ultralong gas-flow aligned carbon nanotubes are
grown on SiO2 using a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
method developed by Huang et al.43,44 as described previously
by our group.9,45 Carbon nanotubes are generally grown using
a Nano-C 25 series APT carbon nanotube suspension as a
catalyst solution with methane in hydrogen at 970 °C for 45
min, yielding sparse carbon nanotubes with an average pitch
around 200 μm and lengths from 5 to 10 mm. A schematic
showing ultralong CNTs on a marked silicon substrate is
shown in Figure 1a. Samples are then etched by photo-
lithography to produce multiple CNT segments of the same
diameter and chirality. In this work, we produce and compare

long (160 μm) and short (6 μm) segments. After being spin-
coated with a Shipley 1805 photoresist and exposed to 60
mW/mm2 at 405 nm (Heidelberg MLA150), samples are
etched by low-power (6.8 W) oxygen plasma for 3 min, a
technique that has been used previously for CNT etching.46−48

A scanning electron microscopy image of several 160 μm CNT
segments and an accompanying schematic are shown in Figure
1b. Other samples are instead masked with polydimethylsilox-
ane then etched identically by low-power oxygen plasma to
produce one 2 mm long CNT segment.
In general, water filling is indicated by a shift to higher

frequency of the Raman radial breathing mode of a carbon
nanotube,9,30,31,49,50 which occurs as the vibrational mode of
the nanotube couples to the higher elastic modulus fluid phase.
An illustration showing filled and empty CNT segments is
shown in Figure 1c. A phase transition of the confined water to
a phase with still higher elastic modulusfrom a liquid-like to
a solid-like phase, for instanceleads to further hardening of
the RBM mode.9 Figure 1d shows Raman spectra of one
location on one 1.40 nm diameter CNT before and after water
immersion, with RBM and G regions identified.51 Upon
interior fluid filling, the RBM peak upshifts and broadens,
whereas the peak from the silicon substrate at 521 cm−1 and
the G band remain unchanged. A Raman map of five 6 μm
segments of a 1.51 nm CNT is shown in Figure 1e. We can
assign three segments as filled, with a high RBM position
around 168 cm−1, and two segments as empty, with a low RBM
position around 164 cm−1. Figure 1f,g shows the difference in
vibrational response of a substrate-bound CNT to interior fluid
filling and exterior water adsorption, respectively. Figure 1f
shows interior fluid filling as tracked dynamically at two
locations on a 1.49 nm carbon nanotube. In Figure 1f, the
RBM position at two locations (y = 40 μm and y = 80 μm) on
a 160 μm long, 1.49 nm diameter CNT is plotted versus time.
At t = 0, the sample is cooled to 9 °C from ambient
temperature. This causes water condensation on the sample
and water filling of the CNT. We see that as the fluid enters
the nanotube and passes 40 μm from the end, a dynamic RBM
shift occurs at time t = 36 min. At 80 μm from the end, the
filling profile does not reach the laser spot during the 2 h
experiment, so the RBM mode does not shift. The fluid front
does not reach this location likely as a result of CNT blocking
or clogging. We anticipate that an experimental platform like
this one, which allows tracking of fluid filling events with
micron- and second-scale resolution inside isolated carbon
nanotubes, could be used to analyze the dynamics of fluid
filling, either as the progression of a unitary filling front with
Lucas−Washburn kinetics52,53 or the growth of fluid droplets
by capillary condensation.18,54 Figure 1g shows that exterior
water, by contrast, does not cause a shift of the RBM mode. In
this experiment, a single location on a 1.30 nm CNT was
observed by Raman spectroscopy over time. Water droplets
were added to the substrate at three times, as indicated,
causing exterior CNT wetting that increases the Raman
scattering cross section and the RBM intensity, as shown, but
does not affect the RBM position. A sample Raman spectrum,
showing background subtraction and peak fitting, is shown in
supplemental Figure S1. Taken in combination, these results
show the use of lithographically segmented, isolated carbon
nanotubes to track interior fluid filling of CNTs spectroscopi-
cally in multiple nanofluidic devices of identical diameter.
Lithographic segmentation of ultralong CNTs allows the

production of multiple copiessome empty and others
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filledof CNTs of the same diameter, chirality, and length.
Fluid filling results in segmented, 6 μm long and 160 μm long
CNTs are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the RBM
position versus distance along 6 μm segments of a 1.36 nm
diameter CNT. Forty segments are shown at 10 μm pitch, for a
total distance of 400 μm. A histogram of RBM position is
shown on the right, and an inset, showing 50 μm of distance
along the nanotube axis, is shown in Figure 2b. The RBM
position is distributed bimodally, with the low frequency
corresponding to an empty state and the high frequency
corresponding to a filled state; it is possible to assign individual
segments as either filled or empty from their Raman spectra. In
Figure 2b, the first and fourth segments from the left are
empty, whereas the second, third, and fifth segments are filled
with water. Gray and white indicate the regions that were
masked from etching and exposed, respectively. The etched
regions have low to nonexistent RBM and G modes,
confirming successful etching. Figure 2c shows the Raman
radial breathing mode frequency for 100 6 μm segments of a
1.52 nm diameter CNT, again showing empty and filled
segments, with a histogram and an inset in Figure 2d.
Qualitatively different filling behavior is observed for longer,
160 μm segments in Figure 2e. The RBM position is shown
along three 160 μm segments of a 1.48 nm diameter CNT.
The RBM states of short CNT segments are terraced as a
result of entire segments being empty or filled, but longer CNT
segments appear to fill from the ends but clog at some point
along their length. This results in RBM modes that change
within the segment. In Figure 2e, four CNT ends appear filled,

one CNT end appears empty, and the filling state of one CNT
end (the left of the second segment) is uncertain. The RBM
position distribution is bimodal, but there are tails and
shoulders in the distributions shown in Figure 2a,c,e.
Specifically, in Figure 2a,c, there are three features of note in
the RBM distribution: variability within 1 cm−1 of the empty
and filled peaks, weight between the two peaks, and a shoulder
at a wavenumber higher than that of the filled peak. All of this
RBM variation falls well within the benchmark of ±2.5 cm−1

established previously for isolated, substrate-bound CNTs.55

Variability within 1 cm−1 of the empty and filled peaks is
commensurate with the instrument spectral resolution (0.32
cm−1) and can be explained partly by measurement
uncertainty. The rest of the spread can be explained by
inhomogeneous CNT−substrate interactions, adsorbed con-
taminants, and other filling states. The Raman radial breathing
mode is affected by interactions with a SiO2 substrate, as
shown by Raman comparisons of suspended and substrate-
bound CNTs.56−58 Surface roughness in the SiO2 substrate,
then, could cause spatial heterogeneity in CNT−SiO2 van der
Waals interactions that could result in smearing of the RBM
peaks. An inhomogeneous distribution of adsorbed residue
from the photolithography process59,60 could also lead to
smearing of the bimodal RBM position distribution. Finally,
the spread in RBM could be explained by the existence of
partly filled liquid-like states that fall between the empty and
filled states or solid-like states that fall above the filled liquid-
like state.9 Figure 2f shows autocorrelation in RBM position
versus lag for the three Raman maps from Figure 2a,c,e. For 6

Figure 2. Water filling in 6 μm long and 160 μm long segmented CNTs. (a) RBM position versus distance in 1 μm increments along 40 6 μm
segments of a 1.36 nm diameter CNT at 10 μm pitch. The RBM position distribution is bimodal, with empty and filled states, as shown by
the histogram at right. (b) Inset showing RBM mode over five segments of a 1.36 nm CNT. The first and fourth segments are empty,
whereas the second, third, and fifth segments are water-filled. (c) RBM position versus distance along 100 6 μm segments of a 1.52 nm
diameter CNT at 10 μm pitch. The RBM position distribution is bimodal, with empty and filled states, as shown by the histogram on the
right. (d) Inset showing RBM mode over five segments of a 1.52 nm CNT. The second, fourth, and fifth segments are empty, whereas the
first and third segments are water-filled. (e) RBM position versus distance along three 160 μm segments of a 1.48 nm diameter CNT. The
first and third segments are largely empty, whereas the second segment is largely filled. The RBM position distribution is bimodal with
empty and filled states, as shown by the histogram at right. (f) Autocorrelation of RBM position with lag in micrometers. The low
autocorrelation in 6 μm segments at lags greater than 6 μm confirms that CNT segments fill independently. RBM position in 160 μm
segments, by contrast, shows higher autocorrelation for longer lags.
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μm segments, there is strong autocorrelation of RBM
frequency for lags less than 6 μm and weak autocorrelation
for lags beyond 6 μm. This suggests, as can be seen in Figure
2b,d, that RBM position is strongly correlated within each
segment and largely uncorrelated between segments. The
strong correlation within each segment is necessary to assign
each segment as empty or filled, whereas the lack of strong
correlation between segments is required to produce largely
independent nanofluidic devices. Sections with several
consecutive unfilled or filled CNT segments could be a result
of incomplete oxygen plasma etching. By contrast, there is
strong autocorrelation of the RBM position in 160 μm
segments to a lag of 30−40 μm; if a location along a long CNT
segment is filled or empty, that filling state may not persist
along the entire segment length, but it is likely to persist for
several dozen micrometers. Generation of CNT segments with
lengths between 6 and 160 μm, or with lengths exceeding 160
μm, may allow more detailed study of the fraction of pore
blocking events as a function of length.
In order to collect the Raman maps shown in Figure 2, we

have devised an automatic setup equipped with a sub-
micrometer precision mechanical stage that allows tracking
of maximum Raman intensity signals, following a trace of
CNTs that extend generally but not perfectly in the direction
of gas flow (Figure S2). Raman xy maps in Figure S2a show
locations of maximum intensity before and after water
immersion and confirm that the location of the carbon
nanotube on the substrate is the same before and after
treatment. Raman maps of eight other CNT chiralities, each
with 49−80 segments, generates the statistical data shown in

Figure S2b. The fraction of segments that fill varies widely
between samples. This could indicate some systematic
blockage to fluid filling along the entire carbon nanotube: for
instance, an adsorbed layer that was not fully removed during
etching or an inner wall that was not resonant with the 532 nm
laser and therefore was not observed. In general, these results
show that chemical vapor deposition, lithography, etching, and
Raman spectroscopy can be used to develop and characterize a
nanofluidic platform consisting of multiple copies of the same
chirality CNT of predetermined length, with some segments
empty and others filled with fluid.
To clarify a point of confusion that has emerged in the

literature, successive measurements taken at the same location
on the same CNTs show unequivocally that observed RBM
shifts are caused by interior fluid filling and not exterior water
adsorption or other processes.38 The assignment of particular
spectroscopic shifts and features to CNT filling events remains
controversial in some cases because Raman and photo-
luminescence spectroscopy are indirect probes of nano-
confined water. Chiashi and co-workers suggest, for instance,38

that the RBM shift in Agrawal et al.9 is due to phase transitions
of water outside the CNT rather than confined within. To
address this issue, we systematically explored the effects of
various conditions and treatments in the carbon nanotube
filling process on the RBM mode. Figure 3 shows statistical
measurements of carbon nanotube filling, where each dot
represents two paired measurements made at the same location
on the same diameter carbon nanotube before and after a given
treatment. We define ΔωRBM as the shift in RBM frequency in
response to a certain treatment as compared to the initial state.

Figure 3. Statistics of water filling of isolated carbon nanotubes. In general, each data point represents paired observations of the same
location on the same chirality, 2 mm long substrate-bound CNT. (a) Change in RBM frequency versus CNT diameter upon remounting the
sample and locating the CNT with no intervening treatment. (b) Change in RBM frequency versus diameter before and after 1 h H2O
immersion of unetched CNT. (c) Change in RBM frequency versus diameter under air objective versus water immersion objective. (d)
Change in RBM frequency versus diameter before and after oxygen plasma etching of CNT ends. (e) Change in RBM frequency versus CNT
diameter before and after 1 h H2O immersion of plasma-etched CNT.
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Figure 3a shows repeated Raman measurements made after the
sample was removed and reloaded with no intervening
treatment; the lack of shifts confirms that the CNTs do not
move on the substrate, the RBM mode is stable over time, and
the RBM can be measured accurately. Figure 3b shows the
change in radial breathing mode frequency, ΔωRBM, before and
after 1 h immersion of nonetched CNTs in water, confirming
that adsorption of water to the outside of the CNT does not
cause a shift in the RBM mode. This is further verified in
Figure 3c, in which the RBM mode is compared with no
treatment to that under a water immersion objective. Since a
large majority of samples show no change, we conclude that
introduction of water to the outside of a closed CNT does not
affect the RBM mode for isolated CNTs on a Si wafer.
Whereas other carbon nanotubes, especially those in solution
and suspended, exhibit vibrational changes with exterior water
adsorption,30,38,41,61 the lack of RBM change shown here
suggests that substrate-bound CNTs may already be water-
saturated at ambient temperature (23 °C) and humidity (30−
50%).41,61,62 It could also suggest that interactions with the
substrate or with adsorbed hydrocarbons saturate any effect
that exterior water would otherwise have.
We then measured the overall filling success rate and

recorded statistics associated with interior filling after a plasma
etch of the CNT ends. Figure 3d shows ΔωRBM versus diameter
before and after oxygen plasma etching.46−48 Although a few

CNTs show the characteristic RBM upshift that we attribute to
fluid filling, the number is low. It is likely that the few “filled”
CNTs which filled after etching, even without water
immersion, filled either (1) from ambient moisture in the
air, despite environmental controls in sample processing, or
(2) with acetone or isopropyl alcohol from rinsing during
photoresist removal. Figure 3e, by contrast, shows a substantial
number of CNTs (16/81, or 19.8%) with high ΔωRBM before
and after 1 h water immersion of pre-etched samples. For all
plots, limits of ΔωRBM = 0.8 cm−1 for filling and −0.8 cm−1 for
emptying are proposed from the distribution of RBM shifts
across all samples and by comparison to Raman results for
CNT D2O filling in solution.30 The few CNTs with a negative
RBM shift upon water immersion could have been water-filled
with ambient moisture and then emptied at the observed
location before the second measurement, though the exact
mechanism of emptying remains unclear. Since etched CNT
ends and water immersion are both necessary to generate a
positive RBM shift in a substantial fraction of CNTs, this
shows conclusively that RBM shifts are a result of endohedral
water filling and not water adsorption or other events. We
observe that water filling tends to be irreversible at relevant
time scales; the spectra shown were generally acquired hours
after the sample was removed from water, but remain in their
filled state indefinitely (i.e., months) after water immersion
when stored under ambient conditions. Additionally, heating

Figure 4. (a) Each data point represents paired observations of the same location on the same chirality, substrate-bound CNT. The absolute
value of RBM shift versus diameter for all carbon nanotubes before and after water immersion and before and after etching is shown.
Individual paired observations do not have confidence intervals, whereas repeated measurements on the same chirality CNT are shown with
95% confidence intervals. (b) Histogram showing frequency of observation of absolute shifts in RBM; ΔωRBM = 0.8 cm−1 (in red) was set as
the threshold for water filling. (c) Areal density of water molecules per CNT surface area as a function of diameter in a hard-sphere water
packing model. Water molecules are modeled as spheres with a radius of 0.15 nm in a cylinder with an excluded carbon−water radius of 0.17
nm. (d) Predicted RBM shift versus diameter for several fluids with an elastic shell model adapted from Longhurst and Quirke40 with the
addition of hard-sphere molecular packing effects. (e) RBM shift is shown versus diameter in CNTs that are presumed to have filled or
emptied, with comparison to solution-phase work by Cambre ́ et al.30 and Fagan et al.31 A hard-sphere water-packing model (in purple)
generally captures the minimum in RBM shift at a diameter of 0.93 nm, whereas a continuum elastic shell model (in yellow) does not. The
critical diameter with minimum ΔωRBM corresponds to a minimally efficient molecular packing: a quasi-1D zigzag chain of water, as shown
in schematics at top.42 Schematics are reprinted in part with permission from ref 42. Copyright 2012 American Physical Society.
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of several samples under two conditions (150 °C, 25 mTorr, 1
h; 200 °C, 1×10−4 Torr, 12 h) does not cause emptying, as
shown by the RBM position before and after treatment.
Across the diameter range studied, CNT filling is a rare

event, with most opened nanotubes not filling upon immersion
in water. The fraction of CNTs that fill with water does not
vary appreciably with diameter, as shown in Figure S3a.
Although the success rate of CNT filling can be increased by a
supplemental nitric acid treatment,63,64 which is known to
open CNT ends, as shown in Figure S3b,65 this comes at the
expense of the likely introduction of oxidative sidewall defects
and altered water transport.66 Whereas it is expected that all
chiralities can, in principle, fill with water,30 we attribute the
low success rate to pore clogging: with diameters on the
nanometer scale, molecular-scale impurities or unfavorable
functional groups at the pore mouth can block fluid entrance,
and defects and kinks in the pore body can prevent fluid from
progressing through the CNT. Other experimental work shows
a success rate for substrate-bound CNT opening by oxygen
plasma of roughly one in three,67 whereas solution-phase
experiments eliminate the large fraction of CNTs with closed
end-caps only after ultrasonication.30 Throughout the carbon
nanotube literature, use of plasma etching to open CNT ends
is ubiquitous.46,47,69−71 In many studies, without statistical
sampling, it is assumed that the application of oxidative
treatments results in open nanotubes with 100% certainty, but
the results of our current study show otherwise. This illustrates
the importance of having independent experimental con-
firmation that a nanopore is open and fluid-filled for
nanofluidic transport applications. The platform introduced
in this work, for example, allows both positive and negative
controls to be studied and allows statistical analysis. It also
allows the dynamics of filling to be observed, where filled and
unfilled regions are identified within the same carbon
nanotube.
As an application of the lithographically segmented, isolated

CNT platform, we used Raman data of dozens of fluid-filled
CNTs to explore the relationship between RBM shift upon
fluid filling and CNT diameter. We find that this relationship is
non-monotonic and suggests molecular packing effects of water
inside the nanotube. The as-collected statistics of CNT water
filling allows us to plot the absolute value of RBM shift versus
CNT diameter (Figure 4a) for all CNTs before and after water
immersion and before and after etching. These two treatment
conditions were combined as they are the two that allow
internal water filling, as discussed in Figure 3, with a large
majority of filling events occurring after water immersion of
etched samples. Individual paired observations are plotted
without confidence intervals, whereas repeated measurements
at dozens to hundreds of empty and filled locations on the
same chirality CNT allow calculation of 95% confidence
intervals, as shown. A histogram showing the frequency of
observed RBM shifts (Figure 4b) has two peaks and a
minimum between, which justifies a demarcation between
empty CNTs (|ΔωRBM| < 0.8 cm−1) and filled CNTs (|ΔωRBM|
> 0.8 cm−1). CNTs that are presumed to fill are plotted
together in Figure 4e with solution-phase data from Cambre ́ et
al.30 and Fagan et al.31 Data from Cambre ́ et al.,30 in
combination with data presented here and from Fagan et al.,31

show that the RBM shift upon water filling passes through a
minimum within the observed diameter range. Specifically, at a
critical diameter of 0.93 ± 0.08 nm, a moving average of
ΔωRBM reaches a minimum of 1.81 ± 0.09 cm−1, and its

standard deviation is also minimized. Above this diameter,
ΔωRBM increases with diameter, as noted by Fagan et al.31 This
increase is roughly linear and extends from diameters of 1.0 to
2.2 nm for substrate-bound CNTs. Whereas most of the
presented data follow the Cambre−́Fagan line, certain CNTs
with diameters between 1.4 and 2.2 nm fall noticeably below
this line. This population of CNTs could be partly filled or
could be multiwalled CNTs that fill fully but shift less due to
wall−wall interactions; in either case, this population exists in
substrate-bound CNT systems but not in solution. In general,
it is likely imprudent to make one-to-one correspondences
between observations in solution and those on a substrate in
Figure 4e. This is partly due to the difficulty of assigning
chiralities in substrate-supported CNTs without the benefit of
a fluorescence signature and partly due to changes in the
chemical environment in the two experimental systems which
may lead to different observed ΔωRBM, even as the trends in
ΔωRBM with diameter appear broadly similar. Differences
between the two systems highlight the need to collect more
data for fluid filling of substrate-bound CNTs, particularly
below 1 nm in diameter. In order to explain the observed
relationship between ΔωRBM and CNT diameter more fully, we
developed a model that combines a continuum elastic shell39,40

with discrete water size effects as inferred from spherical
packing of water molecules inside a cylinder.33,42

As discussed by Longhurst and Quirke,40 the RBM mode of
a carbon nanotube can be modeled as a spatially uniform
deformation w(t) of an elastic shell as shown below:72
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where t is time, R is radius, ρ is mass density, h is shell
thickness, E is the Young’s modulus, and ν is Poisson’s ratio.
This second-order differential equation has a solution with the
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Using values of Eh = 360 J/m2, ρ = 2.27 g/cm3, and ν = 0.16
for the CNT, it is possible to recover a value of ω0 = 232
[cm−1]/D [nm] for the unperturbed radial breathing mode in
this simple analytical model,40 which is close to experimental
values of ω0 = 248 [cm−1]/D [nm].51 By extension, an elastic
shell that is coupled to a second rigid elastic shell experiences
spatial deformation w(t) that is subject to40
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This yields the following frequency:
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where c is the area-normalized spring constant exerted by the
rigid elastic shell on the elastic shell in question. The RBM
shift upon fluid filling is the difference between the two
frequencies:

ω ω ωΔ = −RBM 1 0 (5)
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The interaction between the fluid and the carbon shell is
captured entirely by the parameter c, a spring constant per unit
area of CNT. We posit that the CNT−fluid interaction can be
modeled as a set of independent Hookean springs between
fluid molecules and a cylindrical CNT, such that the area-
normalized spring constant is the product of a molecule-
normalized spring constant k and a fluid areal density η,
expressed as

η= ×c k (6)

where the dependencies of k and η with CNT diameter yield
the ΔωRBM versus D relationship for a fluid−CNT pair. A
schematic of this model is shown in supplemental Figure S2.
In order to determine the packing density of water in a

carbon nanotube, we adapt a spherical water packing model
that Cambre ́ and Wenseleers developed to interpret density
differences in fluid-filled and empty carbon nanotubes upon
ultracentrifugation.33 We estimate water as a sphere with a van
der Waals radius of 0.15 nm and specify an excluded carbon−
water radius of 0.17 nm.33 Simulations of dense packing of
equally sized spheres in cylinders42,73 show that the densest
arrangement of spheres in a cylinder depends on the ratio of
the size of the two objects (D/d) and can be uniquely
determined for all states in which all spheres make contact with
the confining cylinder. Within this range, there are 29 different
arrangements, ranging from a single-file line at D/d = 1 to
zigzag arrangements and more complicated arrangements as
D/d approaches 2.72.42 Beyond this threshold, not all spheres
make contact with the confining cylinder; this makes
enumeration of sphere configurations and exact determination
of geometric properties more difficult.42 By knowing these
packing arrangements, it is possible to determine a volume
fraction for spherical water in a cylindrical CNT as a function
of CNT diameter33 as well as the areal molecular density η of
interior water molecules that abut the CNT wall. The areal
density η, as shown in Figure 3c, has a minimum at a diameter
of 0.81 nm as a result of inefficient packing of spherical water
in a quasi-single-file zigzag. At very small diameters, single-file
chains pack highly efficiently, whereas at large diameter,
packing becomes more efficient as the cross section can
accommodate more water molecules. The close-packing limit
reflects the densest, hexagonal packing of circles in 2D; as the
diameter of the CNT gets far larger than the diameter of the
water molecules, favorable CNT−water van der Waals
interactions should lead to near maximal packing of water at
the almost flat CNT interface. At diameters beyond 1.2 nm,
the number of possible configurations proliferates and the
exact water packing arrangement is unknown, but it is possible
to estimate η from an exponential fit of the known η toward
the close-packed limit. Since water may not exactly reach this
2D packing density at high diameter, the calculated η is an
upper limit and results in a calculated upper limit for ΔωRBM
upon fluid filling.
In principle, the molecular spring constant k between each

water molecule and the CNT wall may also change with CNT
diameter. Here, we assume that the water molecules interact
with the carbon atoms of the CNT primarily through Lennard-
Jones interactions, which makes it possible to obtain an
analytical solution. The classic Lennard-Jones potential
describes the interaction between two uncharged molecules
as containing a 1/r6 long-range attractive term due to van der
Waals forces and a 1/r12 short-range repulsive term due to
orbital overlap:
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where ε is the potential well depth, σ is the characteristic
Lennard-Jones distance, and A and B are attractive and
repulsive constants. This potential can be integrated to
produce a potential for the interaction of a molecule with a
sheet or cylinder.74,75 In the case of a molecule at a distance h
from a graphene sheet with smeared areal number density ηg
instead of discrete carbon atoms, the total potential can be
written as74
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Similarly, the potential of a particle at a distance h from the
central axis of a cylinder with diameter D can be expressed as75
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The effective spring constant for a molecular interaction with a
sheet or cylinder is the second derivative of the potential with
distance, taken at the point of minimum potential:
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Although this spring constant k may vary with CNT diameter,
we assume for this simple, analytical model that the variation is
small, effectively using the graphene Lennard-Jones spring
constant for carbon nanotubes of varying diameter. This
assumption is supported by MD simulations of water inside
CNTs, which show sharp density peaks at fixed distance from
the CNT wall.68 The spring constant can be calculated using
water−CNT Lennard-Jones parameters40 of ε = 0.392 kJ/mol
and σ = 0.319 nm using either eq 8 or, as indicated by Cox and
co-workers,75 eq 10. The diameter at which RBM shift maxima
or minima occur is sensitive to σ, which is well-established,
whereas the magnitude of the predicted RBM shift is sensitive
to ε, estimates which vary more widely in molecular dynamics
simulations.40,76

The area-normalized spring constant c can be calculated
from the product of η and k, allowing calculation of ΔωRBM
versus diameter, as shown in Figure 4e. If water packing effects
are not taken into account, then ΔωRBM increases linearly with
diameter, as suggested in previous analyses.40 If water packing
effects are taken into account, then the analytical model shows
a minimum in ΔωRBM at a diameter of 0.78 nm. The
experimental data, similarly, show a minimum in ΔωRBM at a
critical diameter of around 0.93 ± 0.08 nm with marked
increases in ΔωRBM on both sides of this critical diameter. The
moving average and standard deviation of the experimental
data is shown in gray in Figure S5. Within this range, there are
five special packings of single-file (0.64 nm), double-file (0.94
nm), triple-file (0.99 nm), quadruple-file (1.06), and
quintuple-file (1.15 nm) spherical water within the model
CNT, as shown by the colored panels in Figure 4e.42 These
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simple regimes are corroborated, to first order, by radial
density profiles taken from molecular dynamics simulations,68

which suggest that a diameter of 0.9 nm is the boundary
between a single-file chain of water and an annular shell
configuration. The region between the single-file and double-
file packings (0.64 and 0.94 nm) is a zigzag, quasi-1D water
structure with low volumetric fill fraction and low areal density,
as shown on top in Figure 4e. As proposed by Cambre ́ and
Wenseleers,33 the minimum in ΔωRBM at a CNT diameter of
0.93 ± 0.08 nm is likely due to minimally efficient zigzag
packing of water into the nanotube at this diameter.
This analytical treatment can be extended to the filling of

CNTs with other fluids, as shown for methane, ethane, and
cyclohexane in Figure 4d. This analysis neglects molecular
shape, which varies among different solvents. It also assumes
that the interactions between fluid molecules and a carbon
nanotube can be adequately expressed as a Lennard-Jones
potential, ignoring electrostatic and polarization effects76 that
may alter fluid structure and differ between strongly polar
solvents like water and nonpolar solvents like methane, ethane,
and cyclohexane. All-atomistic molecular dynamics simulations
of CNT fluid filling, which have predominantly focused on
water filling68,76−80 with scant attention to nonaqueous
fluids,81−83 may be able to resolve interaction potentials and
confined fluid densities in a way that more accurately predicts
the Raman response to fluid filling. In general, this simple
analytical model suggests that the Raman radial breathing
mode shift upon water filling may exceed that upon filling with
methane, ethane, or cyclohexane, with minima in ΔωRBM at
different diameters. Experimentally, the relative magnitude of
RBM shifts upon aqueous and nonaqueous fluid filling have
been reported to date for only a handful of CNT chiralities.49

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we introduced a nanofluidic platform consisting
of lithographically segmented, isolated CNTs on a silicon
substrate. By photolithographic segmentation, multiple copies
of the same diameter and length of carbon nanotube can be
subjected to the same fluidic filling conditions and monitored
by Raman spectroscopy. In general, water filling events are rare
and largely permanent, occurring in less than a quarter of
samples. Short, 6 μm CNT segments are either filled or empty
in their entirety, whereas longer 160 μm segments fill from the
ends but in some cases clog along their length. We
demonstrate that the Raman radial breathing mode changes
only when an opened CNT is immersed in water, thus
confirming that, for substrate-bound CNTs, the RBM is a
sensitive measure of internal fluid filling and not of external
water adsorption or other physical processes.
As an application, we used our introduced segmented CNT

platform to investigate the diameter dependence of the fluid-
induced upshift of the Raman radial breathing mode, ΔωRBM.
Through development of an analytical shell/spring model, we
were able to explain changes in the RBM shift with CNT
diameter and, in particular, the minimum ΔωRBM at a diameter
of 0.93 ± 0.08 nm, as a result of changes in water packing
originating from discrete size effects. As water structure
changes from an efficient single-file chain to an inefficient
zigzag configuration with increasing CNT diameter, ΔωRBM
decreases to a minimum of 1.81 ± 0.09 cm−1. Then, as the
diameter continues to increase, the addition of more water
layers and more bulk-like water behavior causes ΔωRBM to
increase roughly linearly. These experimental results confirm

the usefulness of Raman spectroscopy for tracking water filling
processes in carbon nanotubes and suggest an experimental
platform for the study of nonaqueous fluid filling and capillary
filling dynamics under conditions of extreme quasi-1D
confinement.

METHODS
Growth of Ultralong Aligned Carbon Nanotubes. Ultralong

gas-flow-aligned carbon nanotubes were grown by chemical vapor
deposition43 on lithographically patterned silicon substrates as
described previously, with slight modifications.9,45 To summarize,
one of several catalyst solutionsiron chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) or 25
series APT carbon nanotubes (Nano-C)was deposited on one end
of a Si wafer. The sample was placed in a quartz tube, and CNTs were
grown by methane CVD in hydrogen at 970 °C for 45 min.

Lithographic Segmentation of Carbon Nanotubes. After
initial Raman scans to locate regions of interest, carbon nanotubes
were segmented by photolithography. Substrates were spin-coated
with a Shipley 1805 photoresist (3000 rpm); the sample was exposed
(Heidelberg MLA 150 maskless aligner, 405 nm, 60 mW/mm2), and
the photoresist was developed (Microposit CD-26, 60 s). The sample
was then etched by a low-power oxygen plasma (Harrick PDC-32G,
6.8 W) for 3 min, rinsed quickly in acetone and isopropyl alcohol to
remove the photoresist, and dried at 200 °C for 5 min.

Water and Nitric Acid Treatments. For water treatment,
samples were immersed in water (Sigma-Aldrich, ASTM Type II) for
1 h and then dried with nitrogen gas. For dynamic filling experiments,
∼10 μL of water was placed by pipet on the substrate and replenished
as needed to replace losses by evaporation. For nitric acid treatment,
samples were immersed in 2.6 M HNO3 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 h
before being rinsed in water and then dried at 200 °C for 5 min.
Samples were stored in a desiccator chamber between experiments,
with Raman spectroscopy and other measurements performed at
ambient temperature (23 °C) and humidity (30−50% relative
humidity).

Characterization by Raman Spectroscopy. As-synthesized and
segmented carbon nanotubes were probed by confocal micro-Raman
spectroscopy (Horiba LabRAM HR Evolution, grating 1800 gr/mm,
hole 500 μm, slit 150 μm) with three different objectives (Olympus
MPLFLN 50X air-immersion objective, NA = 0.8, Olympus MPLFLN
100× air-immersion objective, NA = 0.9, and Olympus LUMPLFLN
60× water-immersion objective, NA = 1.0) with a 532 nm laser
(Invictus, 100 mW output power) as described previously.9 The
Raman spectrometer was arranged in a back-scattering geometry, with
polarization of the incident laser parallel to the nanotube axis. Typical
settings include a wavenumber range of 50 to 1750 cm−1 and two
accumulations of 5 s, with data collection using Horiba LabSpec 6
software and analyzed in Matlab. The laser spot size was 1−2 μm,
depending on the objective, making it far larger than the diameter of
the CNTs considered in this study, and the spectral resolution was
0.32 cm−1. The sample was mounted on a motorized stage
(Mar̈zhaüser Wetzlar SCAN series) with x, y, and z motorized
control and was moved relative to the fixed laser beam.

Data Analysis. A scaled silicon background spectrum was
subtracted from the collected spectra to remove silicon Raman
features and instrument noise. Peak fitting was done in Matlab using a
least-squares method to fit each RBM region and Si region to a single
Lorentzian. Typical error associated with determining the peak center
was 0.02 cm−1, less than the error in instrument calibration. RBM
peak position was normalized by the Si peak position in calculating
ΔωRBM to correct for any instrument miscalibration. Raman spectra
that contained an RBM peak within 10 cm−1 of one another and were
captured within 10 μm of one another’s nominal position during
successive scans were assigned to the same CNT, with the exception
that any pairs with substantially different G line shapes were rejected.
CNT diameter was calculated as84
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There are a variety of relationships between ωRBM and diameter for
substrate-bound SWCNTs.85−87 More recent work55 suggests a
slightly different relationship but with an error in diameter of no
more than 0.03 nm across the relevant range. Standard errors of the
mean for the critical diameter and critical RBM shift were estimated
by a bootstrapping method with 10,000 samples, as shown in Figure
S6.
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